Wheelchairs for disabled Army soldiers

KOLKATA, 29 JUNE

An initiative by the Veterans Branch, HQ Bengal Sub Area, along with a philanthropic NGO, has seen the NGO donating 26 wheelchairs on 29 June for the disabled veterans/dependents/serving soldiers of the Indian Army residing in the Area of Responsibility of HQ Bengal Sub Area. The process of distribution commenced from 26 June with GOC Bengal Sub Areacommencing the proceeding with the presentation of a wheelchair to a 100 per cent disabled son of a serving soldier, Havildar Sanjay Singh.

This marked the commencement of the initiative taken by headquarters Eastern Command and HQ Bengal Sub Area. Efforts are also being made to deliver maximum number of wheelchairs to the affected members of the Indian Army at their residences.

Bengal Area Army HQ gives away wheelchairs

KOLKATA

The Bengal Area

Headquarters of the Army distributed 26 wheelchairs to the differently abled veterans, dependants, and serving soldiers, on Tuesday.

The General-Officer-Commanding presented the first wheelchair to the disabled son of a serving soldier, Havildar Sanjay Singh.